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	Title: What's Bugging Your Lawn?
	Author: By Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Has summer heat brought the blues to your lawn? Before reaching for the fertilizer and fungicide, see what's "bugging your lawn."Insect damage is easily confused with diseases, poor soil conditions, or lack of water. Not all insects found in lawns are pests. Here are some tips to detect three common lawn-destroying insects. Chinch bugs: Adult chinch bugs are grey to black insects with clear white wings that fold flat over the body. They are 1/5 inch long and are common pests in bermuda and St. Augustine lawns. Damage appears as yellow spots in the lawn that turn brown and die. Sunny areas and lawns under water stress are especially susceptible.To detect chinch bugs try the water flotation method. Where green grass meets the dying lawn, push a hollow metal cylinder (a large coffee can with both ends cut off) in the grass to a depth of 2 to 3 inches. Fill it with water and wait 10 minutes. Chinch bugs will float to the surface. A similar looking critter is the big-eyed bug. This beneficial insect with big eyes preys on the chinch bug.Lawn moths: Sod webworms are larvae of small grey moths with a one inch wingspan. When not flying their wings are held close to the body, giving them a tubular appearance. Moths hide in grass during the day and if disturbed they fly in a short zig-zag pattern. They usually fly at night dropping their eggs over the lawn. Worms hatch and feed on grass blades and stems leading to irregular dead patches of lawn. Often, pencil-size holes are visible in dead areas indicating birds have been digging for the worms.To detect webworms, mix 1 tablespoon dishwashing soap in 1 gallon of water and pour evenly over a 1 square yard area. In about 10 minutes, the worms will become irritated and emerge to the surface where they can be counted. 15 worms per square yard validate an insecticide application. Thatch removal is important in eliminating hiding places and will allow for easier access and penetration of an insecticide. 
	Page 2: White grubs: White grubs are C-shaped larvae of June beetles with an orange-brown head, six legs, and a dark colored posterior. Adults are brown beetles ½ to 1 inch long that fly and mate during late May and June. They lay their eggs in the soil; the grubs hatch and feed on grass roots close to the surface but eventually tunnel deeper to spend the winter. Next spring, grubs move closer to the surface, resume feeding on grass roots, pupate and emerge as adults. Soon the lawn wilts and dies back. Under heavy infestations the grass can be rolled back like a carpet due to the total destruction of the root system. When and how to treat: Natural enemies can often reduce pest populations. Insecticide applications are only warranted, when insect populations are actually causing lawn damage. Diazinon, dursban, mavrik, orthene, sevin, and tempo, are effective on chinch bugs and sod webworms. Mow lawn and water well before treatment. Apply on moist grass late in the day and allow insecticide to dry on the grass. Do not water or cut grass for at least 24 hours after treatment, but waiting 72 hours is better. For webworms and other foliage feeding insects, mix insecticide in a volume of 2 to 5 gallons of water per 1000 square feet. The chinch bug and other thatch feeders require 10-25 gallons.The same insecticides are also effective on white grubs. Liquid applications should be made to moist grass and granular insecticides should be made to dry grass. Immediately after application, water the insecticide deep into the soil so it reaches where grubs are feeding.
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